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ABSTRACT

Type II supernovae (SNe) often exhibit a linear polarization, arising from free-electron scattering, with complicated optical signatures,
both in the continuum and in lines. Focusing on the early nebular phase, at a SN age of 200 d, we conduct a systematic study
of the polarization signatures associated with a 56 Ni “blob” that breaks spherical symmetry. Our ansatz, supported by non-local
thermodynamic equilibrium radiative transfer calculations, is that the primary role of such a 56 Ni blob is to boost the local density
of free electrons, which is otherwise reduced following recombination in Type II SN ejecta. Using 2D polarized radiation transfer
modeling, we explore the influence of such an electron-density enhancement, varying its magnitude Ne,fac , its velocity location Vblob ,
and its spatial extent. For plausible Ne,fac values of a few tens, a high-velocity blob can deliver a continuum polarization Pcont of 0.5 −
1.0 % at 200 d. Our simulations reproduce the analytic scalings for Pcont , and in particular the linear growth with the blob radial optical
depth. The most constraining information is, however, carried by polarized line photons. For a high Vblob , the polarized spectrum
appears as a replica of the full spectrum, scaled down by a factor 100 to 1000 (i.e., 1/Pcont ), and redshifted by an amount Vblob (1 −
cos αlos ), where αlos is the line of sight angle. As Vblob is reduced, the redshift decreases and the replication deteriorates. Lines whose
formation region overlap with the blob appear weaker and narrower in the polarized flux. Because of its dependence on inclination
(∝ sin2 αlos ), the polarization preferentially reveals asymmetries in the plane perpendicular to the line of sight (αlos = 90 deg). This
property also weakens the broadening of lines in the polarized flux. With the adequate choice of electron-density enhancement, some
of these results may apply to asymmetric explosions in general, or to the polarization signatures from newly-formed dust in the outer
ejecta.
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1. Introduction
One possible source of polarization in core-collapse supernovae
(SNe) is the presence of 56 Ni at high velocity in the ejecta but
confined within a restricted solid angle (Chugai 1992, 2006;
Dessart et al. 2021).1 The 56 Ni and 56 Co nuclei will influence
the surrounding gas through the persistent decay power produced, thereby influencing the temperature and the ionization
of the gas. The resulting free-electron density distribution may
no longer be symmetrically distributed above the emitting inner
layers and may thus yield a residual polarization. This scenario
was explored in detail by Dessart et al. (2021) for the analysis
of the spectropolarimetric observations of the Type II-Plateau
SN 2012aw.
These observations, however, were all taken during the photospheric phase, stopping right at the transition to the nebular
phase (at the fall off from the plateau). Late-time spectropolarimetric observations of nearby Type II SNe are, however,
possible. Such observations have been obtained for example
for SNe 1999em (Leonard et al. 2001), 2004dj (Leonard et al.
2006), 2004et (Leonard et al. 2009, 2012), 2006ov and 2006my
(Chornock et al. 2010), 2017gmr (Nagao et al. 2019), and as
part of our own observation programme for SN 2013ej. Intrigu1
A detailed introduction to SN spectropolarimetry is provided in
Dessart et al. (2021) and is therefore not repeated here.

ing spectropolarimetric properties are seen in some of these data
and will be presented in a forthcoming publication (Leonard et
al., in prep). Here we provide a theoretical framework within
which one may interpret such nebular-phase spectropolarimetric
observations.
In the next section we discuss evidence for asymmetries,
including those associated with the 56 Ni distribution, in corecollapse SN ejecta. To explore the potential influence of 56 Ni
asymmetries on the polarization of nebular phase spectra we design a toy model which utilizes a localized enhancement in free
electrons to produce an asymmetric model. We discuss the validity of this heuristic approach, its advantages and its limitations.
Section 3 describes the numerical setup for the grid of simulations performed in this study. Section 4 contains a description
of the results for a representative 2D configuration, while subsequent sections present the results obtained when the blob properties are varied. We discuss the impact of a change in the velocity
of the blob (section 5), in the associated enhancement in electron density (section 6), in the blob opening angle (section 7),
in the blob velocity width (Section 8), and in the assumption of
mirror symmetry (aka one blob versus two blobs; section 9). We
present our conclusions in section 10. An appendix gives useful
information for the interpretation of the results discussed in the
main text.
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Fig. 1. Top: Profile of the 56 Ni mass fraction versus velocity for the
model with a 56 Ni-rich shell centered at 4000 km s−1 and the original model without it. Both models have the same total 56 Ni mass of
0.08 M . Middle: Electron-density profile for the models at top and
computed with CMFGEN at 200 d after explosion. The radial electronscattering optical depth associated with the 56 Ni-rich shell is 0.15. Bottom: Same as middle, but now showing the mean number of electrons
per nucleon γe , which is equal to Ne ĀmH /ρ, where ρ is the mass density and Ā is the mean atomic weight of the material. Conditions are
far from complete ionization (especially for hydrogen) so the ionization
and the electron density could be enhanced even further. [See section 1
for discussion]

2. Physical motivation
2.1. Context

The notion that core-collapse SN ejecta exhibit extensive chemical mixing started with the observations of SN 1987A. Indeed,
the smooth rising optical brightness and the high-energy radiation observed after about 200 d in SN 1987A suggest the mixing
of 56 Ni out to 3000−4000 km s−1 (e.g. Arnett et al. 1989). In parallel, numerical simulations of core-collapse SN explosions suggest a strong breaking of spherical symmetry on small and large
scales. This arises both from the intrinsic multi-dimensional nature of the explosion mechanism and the shock wave propagation in a stratified massive star progenitor (Mueller et al. 1991;
Kifonidis et al. 2000; Blondin et al. 2003; Wongwathanarat et al.
2015). Recently, Gabler et al. (2021) have extended a set of 3D
neutrino-driven explosion simulations until late times, thereby
providing useful information on the 3D chemical and density
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structure expected to hold in standard Type II SNe once they
have evolved to hundreds of days after explosion.
The simulations of Gabler et al. (2021) show that the 56 Ni
distribution can take all sorts of shapes, including elongated narrow fingers or individual blobs detached from an overall quasispherical distribution confined to the inner ejecta. In some cases,
the entire asymmetric distribution of 56 Ni is limited to one or
two protrusions (their model W15), or exhibits many fingers
spread uniformly over all directions, including isolated blobs
(their model B15). Both the 56 Ni and the mass density distribution are asymmetric.
What is clear is that 56 Ni enhancements at high velocity,
reaching inside the outer H-rich ejecta are routinely predicted
in such simulations. In the B15 and B15x simulations of Gabler
et al. (2021), the high velocity blobs or narrow fingers subtend
an angle of order 10 deg with a 56 Ni mass fraction (prior to
decay) of a few 0.01 (see their Fig. 10). The associated decay
heating (which is assumed to be local and not subject to radiative losses) causes these 56 Ni-rich regions to expand and create lower-density regions, surrounded by a dense shell of compressed, swept-up H-rich material, with no compression beyond.
In reality, γ-rays emitted in the decay of 56 Ni and 56 Co travel
some distance and are absorbed by the surrounding H-rich material (see, for example Dessart et al. 2012 for a discussion of this
process, and their Figs. 1 and 2 for illustration). Hence, highvelocity 56 Ni blobs are expected to raise the free-electron density of the H-rich material that surrounds them. Because the 3D
distribution of 56 Ni is generally asymmetric, the associated nonlocal influence of decay heating is expected to produce a cocoon
of enhanced ionization around them, which could produce in
turn a polarization signature. Determining the boost to the electron density around these 56 Ni blobs requires a full 3D non-local
thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) radiative transfer simulation. Such simulations, accounting for the asymmetric geometry and inhomogeneities, are impracticable. Hence, in the next
section, we present the results from two 1D CMFGEN simulations
that quantify the potential effect of a high-velocity 56 Ni abundance enhancement in Type II SN ejecta.
2.2. Influence of high-velocity 56 Ni in 1D radiative transfer
calculations of a Type II SN ejecta

To investigate the influence of an asymmetric 56 Ni distribution
on the SN radiation during the nebular phase, we used a similar
ejecta structure to model x1p5 (which arises from a 15M star
initially) described by Hillier & Dessart (2019). We computed
two simulations at 200 d with the 1D non-LTE radiative transfer
code CMFGEN (Hillier & Dessart 2012). In the first simulation,
we adopted a smooth 56 Ni distribution, while in the second one,
the 56 Ni distribution exhibits a bump at 4000 km s−1 – the 56 Ni
profile was renormalized so that the total 56 Ni is the same and
equal to 0.08 M in both models (top panel of Fig. 1). In 1D,
this bump corresponds to a shell of enhanced 56 Ni mass fraction
spherically distributed around the ejecta center (the 56 Ni mass
associated with that spherical shell, at velocities ≥ 2500 km s−1 ,
is about 0.03 M ). Despite this enhancement, the 56 Ni mass fraction remains around or below 0.01, so that effectively 56 Ni is always mixed with other species, in particular with H and He for
velocities of 2000 km s−1 or more. We then solved the 1D steadystate non-LTE radiative transfer problem at 200 d for that ejecta
using the same approach as used in Hillier & Dessart (2019).
The details of the computation (e.g., model atoms, etc) are here
unimportant since we are mostly interested in the influence of the
56
Ni enhancement on the gas properties. As can be seen in the
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middle panel of Fig. 1, the electron density Ne is a factor of ten
greater beyond 2500 km s−1 in the model with the 56 Ni-rich shell
at 4000 km s−1 (the same holds for the mean number of electrons
per nucleon; bottom panel of Fig. 1). Although this shell has a
characteristic width of 1000 km s−1 , its influence on the electron
density is widespread. This is caused in part by the non-local deposition of decay power by γ-rays, since a larger fraction of the
56
Ni is located at lower density (longer γ-ray mean free path)
in the model with the high velocity 56 Ni. This is also associated
with some γ-ray leakage so that only 83 % of the decay power
is absorbed in the model with high velocity 56 Ni. In comparison, the trapping of γ-rays is nearly complete in the other model
(99.8 % of the decay power is absorbed). In a Type II SN, the
influence of a high velocity 56 Ni shell would first increase and
then decrease when the γ-ray leakage is so large that the decay
power absorbed becomes dominated by the contribution from
positrons, which would occur after several years.
The polarization arising from a spherical high velocity 56 Nirich shell is zero. However, by limiting the opening angle of the
56
Ni-rich material, such as in a 56 Ni blob or finger, a residual polarization will result. Due to transfer effects, the blob will also
influence its surroundings. The extent of the blob influence will
depend on the radial and angular sizes of the blob – a small
mass of 56 Ni confined to a blob can potentially influence a solar
mass or more of ejecta material (see Appendix D). In this paper, we tend to use interchangeably the 56 Ni blob and its associated electron-density enhancement because in our approach the
56
Ni is microscopically mixed with other species at any ejecta
location. In nature, this microscopic mixing does not take place
during the dynamical phase of the explosion, so that a 56 Ni blob
would be essentially pure 56 Ni and be surrounded by material
with a distinct composition (a high velocity 56 Ni blob would be
surrounded by material rich in H and He in a Type II SN – i.e.,
a “cocoon”, as discussed in the previous section). In that case,
the 56 Ni blob would boost the ionization of that surrounding material, thereby producing a similar configuration to what we assume in this work.2
In the 1D model with a 56 Ni-rich shell placed around
4000 km s−1 , the total mass of 56 Ni in that shell is about 0.03 M ,
while the total 56 Ni mass contained in the ejecta is 0.08 M (the
latter applies to both models). When we restrict the angular size
of that 56 Ni enhancement to a small solid angle (as in a blob), the
corresponding reduction in mass goes as 0.5(1−cos β), where β is
the (blob) half opening angle. For an opening angle of 10 deg, the
56
Ni blob mass would be only 0.0076 M . This value is comparable to those obtained in the simulations of Gabler et al. (2021)
— their simulation B15x, for example, has about 10 % of the
56
Ni mass beyond 2500 km s−1 .
The composition of the 56 Ni-rich blob is determined by explosive nucleosynthesis and may be a mixture primarily of irongroup elements and He (see, for example Woosley & Heger
2007). The mixing observed in 3D explosion simulations is primarily macroscopic (microscopic mixing, if present, is probably
caused by numerical diffusion), and consists in the shuffling of
material in space with little alteration of the original mixture.
Hence, the 56 Ni blob should not be microscopically mixed with
H-rich material. Instead, a high velocity 56 Ni-rich blob should
retain its original composition (the one it had at the time of ex2
In the work of Gabler et al. (2021), radiative losses are neglected
and the decay heating is treated as local. These assumptions overestimate the heating of the 56 Ni-rich regions and their expansion. Hence,
relaxing these assumptions would yield 56 Ni-rich blobs and fingers subtending a smaller angular extent than they obtain. Detailed calculations
are required to determine how large this reduction is.

Table 1. List of blob configurations adopted together with the corresponding radial electron-scattering optical depth of the “blob". The
main blob characteristics are the associated free-electron density enhancement Ne,fac , the blob central velocity Vblob , and the characteristic
velocity extent of the blob δVblob (see section 3 and Eq. 1 for details).
These are combined with the unadulterated model x1p5 to form a 2D
hybrid model characterized by a chosen “blob" half-opening angle β
(see section 3 for details).

Model
nefac20-v2e3-dv2e2
nefac20-v3e3-dv3e2
nefac20-v4e3-dv4e2
nefac20-v5e3-dv5e2
nefac20-v4e3-dv4e2
nefac20-v4e3-dv1e3
nefac20-v4e3-dv2e3
nefac2-v4e3-dv1e3
nefac5-v4e3-dv1e3
nefac20-v4e3-dv1e3
nefac100-v4e3-dv1e3

Ne,fac
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
2
5
20
100

Vblob
2e3
3e3
4e3
5e3
4e3
4e3
4e3
4e3
4e3
4e3
4e3

δVblob
2e2
3e2
4e2
5e2
4e2
1e3
2e3
1e3
1e3
1e3
1e3

τblob
0.933
0.383
0.098
0.029
0.098
0.436
2.934
0.044
0.109
0.436
2.178

plosion) but be surrounded by the H-rich material present in the
outer ejecta. This effect is not captured in the CMFGEN simulation above since we performed a macroscopic and a microscopic
mixing of elements. But in reality, the 56 Ni-rich material should
eventually be surrounded by a cocoon of partially ionized H-rich
material, while material more distant from this heating source
would be cooler and more recombined. This configuration motivated the heuristic exploration we present in the following sections. Being an exploration, some adopted parameters may not
be fully pertinent for the 56 Ni blob case. However, they may offer some useful insights into other sources of asymmetries, such
as that caused by an asymmetric explosion energy.

3. Numerical setup of blob simulations
The ansatz of our present study, motivated by the results of 1D
non-LTE radiative transfer calculations and 3D explosion simulations of core-collapse SNe (see Section 2 and Fig. 1, as well
as Dessart et al. 2021), is that the main effect of such a 56 Ni
blob is to boost the electron density. This boost occurs over a
spatial extent that depends on the blob properties (e.g., size and
location). We assume, for simplicity, that other sources of opacity and emissivity (lines, bound-free processes) are not affected
(for example, the change in composition due to a 56 Ni-rich blob
would be a modest rise in iron mass fraction at late times). In
practice, the line emission scales as the density squared, but the
electron scattering optical depth is linear in density. In this sense
we are not confining the emission to the inner region – this confinement will occur naturally. A small blob, even with an enhanced density, won’t contribute much to the emission. One can
thus investigate the influence of a 56 Ni blob by directly varying
the electron density.
We thus proceed by taking a CMFGEN model for a Type II SN
(model x1p5 at 200 d from the study of Hillier & Dessart 2019)
and apply a variety of adjustments to the electron density profile
in order to mimic the presence of a 56 Ni blob.3 With this flexible approach, a wide range of blob properties can be investigated
3

Some chemical mixing is applied as in Hillier & Dessart (2019) using the standard technique. A superior technique is to shuffle shells of
distinct composition in the unmixed ejecta, in order to generate a macroscopic mixing with no microscopic mixing, as discussed in Dessart &
Hillier (2020).
Article number, page 3 of 19
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the adjustments to the electron density in the adulterated model in order to mimic the influence of a 56 Ni blob – these
configurations would be shells in a 1D context but correspond to a blob in our 2D hybrid model setup. The blob radial (electron-scattering) optical
depth is equal to the difference in radial optical depth (bottom row panels) along a direction intersecting the blob and one that does not (see values
in rightmost column of Table 1). The total radial electron scattering optical depth of the unadulterated model is 0.84. Each column represents one
set of models that differ in the value of Vblob (left column; fixed δVblob /Vblob and Ne,fac ), of Ne,fac (middle column; fixed Vblob and δVblob ), and of
δVblob (right column; fixed Vblob and Ne,fac ). Note that, in the middle panel, model nefac0p05-v4e3-dv1e3 represents a 56 Ni “hole", where Ne is
reduced relative to the unadulterated model (this model is discussed in the appendix); see text for details.

and their polarized signatures analyzed. It is important to realize
that the blob represents the asymmetric part in the whole 56 Ni
distribution and the SN ejecta. It can be thought of as a protrusion of 56 Ni at larger velocity or a local enhancement in 56 Ni
fraction within an already 56 Ni-rich region. It can be combined
with a spherical distribution of 56 Ni up to large velocity, which
by itself would produce no residual polarization (but may impact the light curve or the line profiles by modulating the local
heating rate and the magnitude of non-thermal effects).
We first define the 2D geometry of our hybrid model using
the same approach as in Dessart et al. (2021). The angle β is the
half-opening angle of the blob. The 2D hybrid model is composed of the properties of the unadulterated model x1p5 along
all polar angles between β and π (or up to π/2 if we adopt mirror
symmetry with respect to the equatorial plane). Since this model
is taken as the reference, we refer to its electron density at V as
Ne,ref (V). Along the axis of asymmetry and up to β, we scale the
electron density such that


Ne (V) = Ne,ref (V) 1 + Ne,fac exp(−X 2 ) ,
(1)
where X = (V − Vblob )/δVblob . Ne,fac represents the factor by
which the electron density at a particular location is enhanced
relative to the spherical, unadulterated, model. This fudge conserves mass since it merely modulates the electron density. For
convenience, all three parameters Ne,fac , Vblob , and δVblob can be
independently varied. With this expression, we aim to cover in a
heuristic way the influence of a 56 Ni blob or an enhanced 56 Ni
mixing on the ejecta ionization, which is very low in the case of
weak or moderate mixing (Fig. 1; this may also occur because of
a very low 56 Ni mass). When scaling the electron density, we are
effectively adjusting the contribution from electron scattering to
the total opacity. Other opacity and emissivity contributions remain spherically symmetric. This is not strictly correct since the
Article number, page 4 of 19

adjusted electron density, and the associated change in ionization, should also affect the contributions from atoms and ions in
the gas. We thus do not investigate here the possible contribution to the line flux that could result from enhanced ionization.4
As far as polarization is concerned, only the adjustment to the
electron density matters. A corollary is that the polarization we
obtain in our simulations arises from a spherical emitting source
(a spherical core in SN jargon) – the only asymmetry is in the
distribution of scatterers, which are primarily at large velocities
of a few 1000 km s−1 .
The default grid uses 19 polar angles equally spaced between
zero and π (or 10 polar angles equally spaced between zero and
π/2 if two blobs are assumed, i.e., if we adopt mirror symmetry).
Along polar angles up to and including β we assign the model
with the high-velocity 56 Ni, while beyond β we assign the model
without the high-velocity 56 Ni. At the junction, we interpolate
between the two, so that effectively, the high-velocity 56 Ni-rich
blob opening angle is a little greater than β by about 5 deg since
we use the same angular resolution of 10 deg in all simulations.
Our set of simulations includes variations in Ne,fac of 2, 5,
20, and 100 (we also include the case of a negative value corresponding to a 56 Ni “hole", i.e., an ionization deficit; see Section B), in half-opening angle β from 10 to 40 deg, in blob velocity Vblob from 2000 to 5000 km s−1 , and in blob velocity width
from 200 to 2000 km s−1 . Table 1 summarizes the various blob
configurations treated as well as the associated radial electronscattering optical depth of the blob. Since the interface between
the metal-rich inner ejecta and the H-rich outer ejecta is located
at ∼ 1400 km s−1 (Fig. 4), these enhancements are mostly located
in the H-rich layers of the SN. Not all permutations are consid4

A consistent modeling of the influence of a localized 56 Ni enhancement on the SN radiation and gas properties is presented by Dessart
et al. (2021).
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Fig. 3. Two-dimensional distribution of the free-electron density Ne
for a Type II SN model at 200 d characterized by a blob along the
symmetry axis (here lying along the vertical direction; the inclination
is 90 deg) with characteristics corresponding to model nefac20-v4e3dv4e2 (see Table. 1) and an opening angle of 20 deg. The number given
along the one o’clock direction corresponds to the velocity in units of
1000 km s−1 .

ered. Instead, we explore from a default model characterized by
Ne,fac = 20, β = 10 deg, Vblob = 4000 km s−1 (with two values
of δVblob ). We also do not consider smaller half-opening angles
for the blob. First, this would require a higher angular resolution
(hence numerically more costly) while not changing the qualitative results. Quantitatively, a smaller blob opening angle will
yield a smaller polarization that may be unobservable (P should
scale with sin2 β ≈ β2 for small β; see Eq. C.7).
Figure 2 illustrates some properties of the various blob configurations adopted (i.e., the properties of the 2D model along
the pole, together with the unadulterated model for comparison). Since the mass density is unchanged in our toy model,
the mean number of electron per nucleon is proportional to the
free-electron density. Hence, the γe scales with Ne,fac in the models with modified free-electron density. As shown in the bottom
panel of Fig. 1 for the unadulterated model, all regions beyond
about 2500 km s−1 have γe <
∼ 0.01. Hence, the electron density
in this region would increase by a factor >
∼ 100 if it were fully
ionized. So, in Fig. 2, a model with Ne,fac of about 10 still corresponds to a partial ionization of H and He. For Ne,fac of 100,
H would be ionized and He would be once ionized. The former
is within the predictions of the 1D CMFGEN model with a highvelocity 56 Ni-rich shell presented in Section 2.2. The latter might
be difficult to achieve with a 56 Ni blob alone. In that case, a concomitant rise in mass density (as for example produced in a more
energetic explosion) would be needed to bring the electron density to the corresponding level. Figure 3 illustrates what the 2D
distribution of the electron density might resemble in an ejecta
with a high velocity 56 Ni blob. It shows a meridional cut through
a 2D model with a blob located at 4000 km s−1 .

Figure 4 provides some important information on the regions
that contribute to the total emergent flux from the SN ejecta in
the unadulterated model. When a “blob" is introduced, its impact
on the ejecta radiation depends strongly on its location relative
to the spectrum formation region. To scatter the full spectrum in
this model, a blob would need to be located at a velocity greater
than about 6000 km s−1 . A slower moving blob would overlap
with the emitting region of strong lines like Hα and the Ca ii
NIR triplet. In the following sections, it will be useful to go back
to Fig. 4 to compare the blob spatial properties with the spectrum
formation regions.
In all simulations, the SN age is 200 d. This choice was
motivated by some yet unpublished nebular-phase spectropolarimetric observations (Leonard et al., in prep.) but the results described here would apply generically to any Type II SN
at nebular times.
A detailed presentation of the polarized radiation transfer
technique and conventions is provided in Hillier (1994, 1996),
Dessart & Hillier (2011b), and Dessart et al. (2021). Because
of the axial symmetry, and following our angle convention, all
the model polarization is contained in the Stokes flux F Q , while
the Stokes flux FU is zero. The polarization angle is therefore
identically zero.

4. Detailed description for one configuration
In this section, we explore the properties for a representative
model. The blob characteristics are Ne,fac = 20, β = 10 deg,
Vblob = 4000 km s−1 and δVblob = 400 km s−1 . The blob optical
depth is 0.098 (hence optically thin), which is about ten times
smaller than the total radial electron-scattering optical depth of
the ejecta (which is 0.84; see also the bottom row panels in
Fig. 2).
Figure 5 shows the total flux F I (top), the normalized flux
F Q /F I (middle) and the polarization P for five inclinations between 10 and 170 deg. As the inclination is varied, the blob influence occurs at a different Doppler shift. In our simulations,
the blob influence on the total flux is negligible (i.e., the total
flux appears nearly identical for all inclinations), which arises
from the fact that in our approach only the electron scattering
emissivity is aspherical (and computed explicitly).5 Compared
to photospheric-phase conditions, the spectrum does not exhibit
true continuum regions free of line contamination. Instead, we
see the dominance of lines, which appear strongly in emission
in the total flux as well as through hills, spikes, and valleys in
the polarized spectrum. Numerous regions show a strong deficit
in both total and polarized flux, such as the central parts of the
absorption troughs of Na i D, Hα, O i 7774 Å or the Ca ii NIR
triplet (this property is reminiscent of what happens during the
photospheric phase). In regions around 6900 and 8000 Å, we find
(not shown) that the continuum flux is about a third of the total model flux but lines can still be identified there through the
variations in F Q . The polarization flips in sign as the inclination
is increased. For a small inclination, the polarization is positive
everywhere, thus aligned with the axis of symmetry, which is
the opposite of what should happen in the optically thin, point
source, limit, whereby the polarization should be perpendicular
5
This property depends on the blob properties. If the blob optical
depth is about one and the sight line strikes through the blob the observer would see a flux change. For other viewing angles, the observed
flux does not change much due to a combination of low optical depth
and the small solid angle of the blob. Some changes would be expected
if the blob optical depth or its angular extent were increased.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the origin of the flux in the unadulterated model. The top panel shows the observer’s frame luminosity contribution δLλ,R (the
grayscale is saturated at a third of the true maximum in order to reveal better the weaker emitting regions) versus wavelength and ejecta velocity.
The two contributing shells shown at left correspond to the H-rich envelope and to the He core in the progenitor. The bottom panel shows the total
luminosity as well as the fractional luminosity from each shell (some line identifications are also provided).

to the axis of symmetry and thus negative. The latter holds for inclinations larger than 20 deg (see also discussion in Appendix E).
Apart from the sign reversal for small inclinations, there is
a trend of increasing polarization (throughout the optical range
except in the core of the troughs of strong lines) for inclinations
closer to 90 deg. When considering P, the polarization exhibits
spikes at the blue edge of the trough in the strongest P-Cygni
profiles (these spikes appear even sharper without the smoothing
applied in Fig. 5).
In the literature, more attention is generally paid to the quantity P and in particular its value in line-free regions. However,
at nebular times the continuum flux and the continuum optical
depth are small and the bulk of the flux emerges in lines so studying the continuum polarization at that time is somewhat difficult
and complicated by the poor signal. The bulk of the flux being
in lines, it is much easier to study the polarized radiation associated with line photons. These photons are initially emitted with
no preferred polarization but they may scatter with free electrons
(probably once at such a late time) and therefore they can yield
a net polarization. So, instead of inspecting P, one can extract
information from the polarized flux F Q .
Figure 6 compares the morphology of the total flux F I and
of the polarized flux |F Q | for three different inclinations of 50,
90, and 130 deg. The scaling applied to each flux in each panel
is chosen to improve visibility (the absolute offset between F I
and F Q as well as the sign of F Q can be inferred from Fig. 5).
The striking property revealed by Fig. 6 is that the polarized flux
appears as a replica of the total flux with only a shift to longer
wavelengths. Physically, the blob at 4000 km s−1 scatters the incoming radiation from the inner ejecta and in the process imparts
a systematic redshift equal to Vblob (1 − cos αlos ) (see also Section 3). The clean, distinct redshift seen in the scattered flux is a
fundamental prediction of this work for a high-velocity scatterer
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(see also Appendix A). This redshift is best revealed by inspecting the total and polarized fluxes in the spectral region around a
strong emission line.
Figure 7 shows the total flux F I and polarized flux |F Q | in
the Hα region and in velocity space, with the latter blueshifted
by −Vblob (1 − cos αlos ). In practice, line photons scatter off free
electrons (causing the red-wing excess seen in strong lines; see
also Hillier 1991), but only the asymmetric distribution of these
free electrons shows up in polarized flux. In Fig. 7, the velocity
offset of the |F Q | profile with respect to F I is a little less than
adopted because the scattering of line photons is more efficient
on the inner side of the blob (i.e. at lower velocity), where the
electron density is greater (see Fig. 2) than on the outer side of
the blob (i.e. at larger velocity) – this effect is exacerbated when
the blob velocity width is increased (section 8).
In the top panel of Fig. 6, the inclination is 50 deg and the
redshift is about 1400 km s−1 . In that case, the replication of the
total flux appears nearly exact throughout the optical, with the
exception of the Ca ii NIR triplet region and the obvious redshift of line features. The code predicts low polarization there,
probably because the lines are still too optically thick and thus
preserve a strong depolarization power, even at the large velocity
where the blob is located.6 Quantitatively, the replication is not
perfect since the flux ratios seen in F Q do not match those seen
in F I . One can see a large discrepancy for Hα and O i 6300 Å.
One explanation for this is that these lines form in very different
regions of the ejecta, with O i 6300 Å forming deep in the ejecta
(and thus being well reflected by the distant blob) whereas Hα
forms over a large volume overlapping in part with the blob lo6

In addition, for multiplet lines, the photons emitted in the bluer lines
can be absorbed by the longer wavelength members as a result of ejecta
expansion and associated Doppler shifts.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the normalized total flux F I (top), the percentage F Q /F I , and the polarization P for inclinations of 10, 50, 90, 130,
and 170 deg. The electron-density enhancement is characterized by
Vblob = 4000 km s−1 , δVblob = 400 km s−1 , and Ne,fac = 20; the blob radial
electron-scattering optical depth is 0.098 and the blob opening angle is
20 deg. To reduce the strength of the narrow spikes in the polarization
and to mimic the approximate resolution of typical spectropolarimetry
data, the model has been smoothed with a gaussian kernel (FWHM of
23.5 Å).

cation – the blob is not exterior to the emitting region for a significant fraction of Hα photons.

0.0

0.8 P

In this and subsequent sections, we vary the parameters characterizing the blob and discuss the sensitivity of the polarization
properties that result. This helps to illustrate the principles that
were discussed above for one reference case.
In this section, we start by varying the blob velocity Vblob
from 2000 to 3000, 4000, and 5000 km s−1 . For simplicity, we
keep the fractional blob velocity width fixed to 0.1 Vblob and
the blob opening angle is 20 deg in all four cases. Figure 8 is
a counterpart of Fig. 5, but now for this new set of models
and for an inclination of 90 deg only (for which the polarization is maximum). We see that the total flux is essentially independent of blob location. However, the polarized flux varies
both qualitatively and quantitatively. First, the level of polarization varies non-monotonically with Vblob . It is maximum nearly
everywhere for a Vblob of 3000km s−1 , and then decreases for
Vblob of 2000 km s−1 , then 4000 and 5000 km s−1 . The decrease
is not necessarily uniform across the optical. For example, for
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5. Influence of the blob velocity
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Fig. 6. Same model as in Fig. 5, but now showing the scaled total flux F I
(the scaling places the max value at one) and polarized flux |F Q | (i.e., its
absolute value, with a scaling such that it peaks at a value of 0.5) for an
inclination of 50, 90, and 130 deg to the symmetry axis. The polarized
flux corresponds closely to the total flux with an offset in magnitude
(by a factor 1/P, hence about 102 to 103 smaller – see Fig. 5 for the
exact offset) and a redshift whose magnitude increases with inclination.
The clean, distinct redshift seen in the scattered flux, corresponding to
Vblob (1 − cos αlos ), is a fundamental prediction of this work for a highvelocity scatterer (see also Appendix A). To aid in the direct comparison
between features seen in the polarized (i.e., scattered) flux compared
with the total flux, in several future figures we shall artificially apply
the appropriate blueshift to the predicted polarized flux spectra, so that
it overlaps the total flux spectrum.
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Fig. 7. Illustration for the same model as in Figs. 5 − 6, but now showing the evolution of the scaled total flux F I (black) and the polarized flux
|F Q | (red; scaled and blue shifted) versus Doppler velocity (zero velocity corresponds to the rest wavelength of Hα). Nine different inclinations,
increasing from left to right and from top to bottom, are shown. The blueshift was applied to the polarized spectra to compensate for the redshift
induced by scattering in a blob moving radially at 4000 km s−1 , and its numerical value is indicated in the top right corner of each panel. It
corresponds to −4000 (1 − cos αlos ) km s−1 , where the inclination angle αlos is indicated in the top left corner of each panel. The percentage value
in the upper left corner of each panel corresponds to the polarization in the relatively line free region around 8000 Å.

the models with Vblob of 2000 and 3000 km s−1 , the polarization
is nearly identical redward of 8000 Å but significantly different
below 5500 Å. The decrease in polarization for a large Vblob is
easily explained. It arises from the decrease in blob optical depth
(see section C).
The polarization is not the largest for the largest τblob (model
with Vblob of 2000 km s−1 ). In that case, the blob overlaps
strongly with the emission region rather than being external to
it. This tends to increase the scattering from within the emission
region, enhancing the isotropy of the scattered flux (moving the
blob even deeper or all the way to the ejecta center would eventually yield zero polarization). So one sees from this that there is
an optimal blob distance or velocity for maximum polarization,
so that the blob is sufficiently exterior relative to the emission
region but not too far to be too optically thin and cause insufficient scattering. For a given blob location, the correspondence
Article number, page 8 of 19

between F I and |F Q | varies with wavelength because the extent
of the spectrum formation region varies with wavelength (see
Fig. 4).
This is further demonstrated by comparing the total flux F I
and the polarized flux |F Q | for an inclination of 90 deg and over
the full optical range (Fig. 9). Here, we blueshift the polarized
flux by the velocity −Vblob and obtain an alignment with features seen in the total flux F I . As the blob is migrated to a larger
ejecta velocity, the polarized flux resembles more and more the
total flux, while the magnitude of the polarization drops. The polarized flux remains “sharp” since the blob extent remains small
both in velocity and in latitude (opening angle of 20 deg). The
strongest change with Vblob is seen for Hα because of its large
optical depth and its large associated emission volume. Even for
Vblob of 5000 km s−1 the polarized flux associated with Hα is rel-
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the normalized total flux F I (top; in this and in all similar figures the normalization is done at 7100 Å), the normalized
polarized flux F Q (we show the quantity −F Q /max(|F Q |) to facilitate the comparison with F I ), and the polarization P along a 90-deg inclination
for the set of models differing in the value of Vblob . The radial optical depth of the blob decreases from 0.933 to 0.383, 0.098, and 0.029 as Vblob is
increased from 2000, to 3000, 4000, and 5000 km s−1 (the fractional blob velocity width is kept fixed). As discussed in the text, the polarization
does not vary linearly with radial optical depth. Also apparent from the figure is the systematic increase in redshift of the polarized spectra with
the increasing velocity of the blob. The blob opening angle is 20 deg in all four cases. The models have been smoothed with a gaussian kernel
(FWHM of 23.5 Å).

atively weaker compared to the adjacent polarized “continuum”
flux.

6. Influence of the blob free electron-density
enhancement
Figure 10 shows the influence of the electron density enhancement associated with the blob on the normalized total flux F I ,
the normalized polarized flux F Q and the polarization P over
the optical range. Four values of Ne,fac are used and equal to
2, 5, 20, and 100 (see also Fig. 2). As discussed in Section 2
and 3, an Ne,fac value of 100 might be difficult to produce with a
high-velocity 56 Ni-rich blob alone. In that case, the model would
probably require both a more energetic explosion and a highvelocity 56 Ni enrichment along the blob direction.
As was the case for other blob configurations, the impact
on the total flux is negligible. Interestingly, the normalized polarized flux F Q is also identical for all four cases, despite the
very different level of polarization, which varies linearly with
increasing τblob for Ne,fac of 2, 5, and 20. For the largest Ne,fac ,
the polarization falls below a linear scaling, most likely because
the corresponding blob is no longer optically thin (τblob is 2.2 in

that case, hence more than twice larger than the total ejecta optical depth in the unadulterated model with no blob; see Fig 2).
The fact that the normalized F Q is identical for all four cases implies that the blob influence is qualitatively the same, and only
the magnitude of the associated scattered flux varies, growing
with increasing τblob in the optically thin regime and eventually
saturating as the blob optical depth exceeds one.
We saw in section 1 that the presence of 56 Ni at large velocity in the ejecta can yield an increase in electron density by
a factor of 10 (without any change in the ejecta mass density),
so intermediate with the Ne,fac values of 5 and 20. For these two
cases, the polarization P in the regions between strong lines (and
away from saturated absorptions in F I ) can reach about 0.5 %
(Fig. 10), thus well in line with what has been observed in Type
II SNe at similar nebular epochs (Leonard et al. 2006; Chornock
et al. 2010; Leonard et al. 2012, 2015).

7. Influence of blob opening angle
Figure 11 illustrates the impact on the total and polarized flux
when the blob half-opening angle is increased from 10 to 20, 30
and 40 deg. In all four cases, the blob is characterized by Vblob
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the normalized total flux F I (top), the normalized polarized flux F Q (the normalization is done at the location where
|F Q | is maximum), and the polarization P along a 90-deg inclination for
the set of models differing in the value of Ne,fac , which increases from
2 to 5, 20, and 100 (the blob radial optical depth increases from 0.044,
to 0.109, 0.436, and 2.178). The electron-density enhancement is otherwise characterized by Vblob = 4000 km s−1 , δVblob = 1000 km s−1 , and
an opening angle of 20 deg. The synthetic spectra have been smoothed
with a gaussian kernel (FWHM of 23.5 Å). Note that the normalized F Q
is independent of Ne,fac but that P strongly increases with Ne,fac . Varying
Ne,fac impacts the level of polarization but not its qualitative behavior.
We are in a linear regime whereby Pcont ∝ τblob ∝ Ne,fac .
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Fig. 9. Same models as in Fig. 8, but now showing the evolution of
the total flux and of the blueshifted polarized flux for three different
values of Vblob (the model with Vblob of 4000 km s−1 is omitted since
already shown in the middle panel of Fig. 6). The adopted inclination
is 90 deg in all three panels and the velocity offset applied to F Q is thus
Voffset = −Vblob .

of 4000 km s−1 , a δVblob of 1000 km s−1 and a Ne,fac of 20, and
thus has the same radial electron scattering optical depth of 0.44
(recall that this is the electron scattering optical depth difference
for ejecta directions crossing the blob and those that do not; see
also Fig. 2). The adopted inclination is 90 deg. Physically, by
varying the blob opening angle, we vary the angular extent of
the enhancement in free-electron density. The reader should keep
in mind that in nature, this could happen for a small but more
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massive 56 Ni blob, which would heat and ionize a greater volume
of the H-rich material.
With increasing opening angle, the polarization level away
from strong lines increases from about 0.5 to 2.5 %. This occurs as a result of the increasing subtended angle of the blob,
which increases the probability that the incoming radiation from
the inner ejecta gets scattered by free electrons within the blob.
The mean redshift of the polarized flux is the same and about
3500 km s−1 , thus close to the blob velocity. However, for increasing opening angle, |F Q | does broaden, although perhaps not
as much as would be naively expected given the factor of four
in opening angle (the geometric extent should broaden the range
of Doppler shifts by an amount 2 sin β for a 90-deg inclination).
Hence, |F Q | remains quite sharp, in contrast with the intuitive
idea that a broader blob should increase the smearing of the polarized flux; nonetheless, an observed lack of broadening of lines
in the polarized flux can be used to set some rough limits on the
geometric extent of the scatterers.
The relative lack of broadening in the polarized flux arises
from the dependence of the polarization with inclination. Polarization is maximum for regions in the plane containing the ejecta
center and perpendicular to the line of sight. In other words,
asymmetries away from that plane contribute much less polarization. In our setup, the blob radial optical depth is the same in
all ejecta-centered directions so indeed regions in the mid-plane
are favored. This emphasizes one limitation of polarization, in
the sense that we are biased towards the detection of asymme-
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Fig. 11. Top: Comparison of the normalized total flux F I (upper panel),
the normalized polarized flux F Q (middle panel), and the polarization P
(bottom panel) along a 90-deg inclination for the set of models differing
in blob opening angle. The models have been smoothed with a gaussian
kernel (FWHM of 23.5 Å). In all cases, the electron-density enhancement is characterized by Vblob = 4000 km s−1 , δVblob = 1000 km s−1 , and
Ne,fac = 20. The radial blob optical depth is 0.44. Bottom: Comparison
between the total flux F I (black; only one curve is shown since F I is
essentially independent of the choice of opening angle – see top panel)
and the scaled polarized flux |F Q | across the Hα profile for the same
model set as shown at top.

tries in the mid-plane, while asymmetries closer to the line of
sight yield a lower polarization that may be undetectable (the
term sin2 i in Eq C.7 implies a four times lower polarization for
a given blob at 30 deg compared to the same blob seen at 90 deg
to the line of sight, all else being the same).

8. Influence of blob width
Figure 12 illustrates the properties of the total flux and the polarized flux when the blob velocity width is increased from 400 to
1000 and 2000 km s−1 . The largest blob width may correspond to
a configuration in which the explosion energy was higher along
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 11, but now for cases in which the blob velocity width is increased from 400 to 1000, and 2000 km s−1 (the radial
blob optical depth increases from 0.098, to 0.436 and 2.934). The blob
is characterized in all cases by Vblob = 4000 km s−1 , β = 10 deg, and
Ne,fac = 20 deg. The adopted inclination is 90 deg.

the blob direction since this raises the mass density, and consequently the electron density (for a more consistent treatment
of this configuration, see Section 6.3 and Fig. 15 of Dessart
et al. 2021). The results for a varying blob width are similar to
those described in previous sections and are not repeated. One
interesting feature is that the polarized flux |F Q | associated with
Hα is not broader for increasing δVblob (though it does have a
higher velocity tail). We see instead a lower redshift for increasing δVblob . Indeed, as δVblob is increased, a growing fraction of
the polarization arises from the denser regions at lower velocity,
while the regions at larger velocities make a negligible contribution because of their lower density (see right column of Fig. 2).
Constraining the geometry of the asymmetric scatterers at
the origin of the polarization is thus complicated because of the
existing bias in favor of denser regions located at 90-deg inclination to the observer. For example, a very dense blob at large velocity and low inclination may yield the same polarization (magArticle number, page 11 of 19
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nitude and redshift) as a lower density blob at small velocity in
the mid-plane. And of course, many such blobs may be present
along multiple ejecta-centered directions.

9. Influence of mirror symmetry: unipolar versus
bipolar explosion
All simulations presented so far in this study have assumed a
single blob. This ideal configuration simplifies the interpretation
since there is only one isolated source for the residual polarization. Multiple blobs along the axis but in one hemisphere would
be analogous to a configuration in which we have just one blob
but with a large velocity width (this case was studied in the preceding section). In Nature, the 3D distribution of the 56 Ni may,
however, be very complex (see Section 2). So, to make a first
attempt towards treating this complexity, we consider the configurations in which two distinct blobs are present at the same
ejecta velocity Vblob but in opposite hemispheres (one blob along
polar angles of 0 and 180 deg). In practice, this corresponds
to simulating for the presence of one blob at Vblob and adopting mirror symmetry with respect to the equatorial plane. The
blob(s) is (are) characterized in all cases by Vblob = 4000 km s−1 ,
δVblob = 1000 km s−1 , β = 10 deg, and Ne,fac = 20.
Figure 13 illustrates the influence of the assumption of mirror
symmetry on the total flux and polarized flux. Simplistically, the
configuration with two blobs is equivalent to combining the results for one blob for an inclination i with those for an inclination
π−i (see results for different inclinations in section 4 and Fig. 5).
For an inclination of 20 deg, there is moderate polarization, and
it is dominated by the blob in the near hemisphere (compare the
results for inclinations 10 and 170 deg in Fig. 5), so that the results are very similar for one and two blobs. For an inclination of
40 deg, it is the reverse with the overall polarization level arising
from the near blob being much weaker than that of the far blob
(compare the results for inclinations 50 and 130 deg in Fig. 5).
For an inclination of 60 and 90 deg, the overall polarization level
is qualitatively similar in both, but nearly twice as large in the
two-blob case. For an inclination of 90 deg, the polarization is
exactly twice as large (and otherwise identical) for the two-blob
case – the contribution of each blob is identical and simply adds
up in F Q and P.
Inspecting more closely the morphology of |F Q | for the twoblob case in the middle panels of Fig. 13, and in particular the
region around 6500 Å, one sees the presence of a single narrow
peak with small redshift (inclination of 20 deg), a double peak
(two distinct redshifts; inclination of 40 deg), a broad single peak
(inclination of 60 deg), and back to a narrower single peak (inclination of 90 deg). To illustrate this more clearly, we show the
variation of F I and |F Q | in the Hα region for the two models with
a single blob and two blobs 180 deg apart in Fig. 14. In all panels, the polarized flux |F Q | has been blueshifted by the amount
−Vblob (1 − cos αlos ), where αlos is the inclination with respect to
the blob along the polar angle of zero. This blueshift thus corrects for the redshift of the scattered (polarized) flux associated
with the blob along the polar angle of zero degree. There is an
additional redshift for the other blob (if present) by Vblob cos αlos .
Thus, irrespective of the applied blueshift, each blob contribution to |F Q | is separated by 2Vblob cos αlos . For near-zero inclination, the separation is ∼ 2Vblob but the polarization is very small.
For an edge-one view, the separation is zero and the polarization level is twice as large as for the single-blob case. For intermediate inclinations, the two contributions are separated and
we see two distinct peaks, in particular for inclinations around
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40 deg (for an inclination of 40 deg, the separation is equal to
6130 km s−1 in the two-blob model).
This result indicates that the polarized flux at nebular times
carries valuable information on the kinematics of the high velocity scatterers and may be one direct way to constrain the highest velocities reached by 56 Ni blobs in core collapse SNe – the
fastest moving 56 Ni material should by construction be asymmetrically distributed and therefore conducive to a residual polarization. The continuum polarization yields no information of
this nature at late times, although the first appearance of continuum polarization during the photospheric phase is indicative of
the maximum ejecta velocity at which asphericity exists. The
scattering of line photons is not a process limited to nebular
times. During the photospheric phase, line photons are also scattered by free electrons and yield a jump in |F Q | in the red-wing of
strong lines (the so-called electron scattering wings; see Hillier
1991). But at these earlier times, the continuum flux is strong
and makes this feature less conspicuous. At nebular times, the
continuum flux is weak and the bulk of polarized photons are
associated with lines.

10. Conclusions
We have presented numerical simulations of the influence of a
56
Ni blob on the emerging total flux and polarized flux from a
2D axially symmetric ejecta. The ansatz of our study, supported
by 1D non-LTE radiative transfer simulations with CMFGEN, is
that the primary influence of a localized enhancement in 56 Ni
is to boost the free electron density. In 1D, this boost corresponds to a shell, with no associated polarization. It can however
strongly impact the strength of some lines such as Hα (Dessart
et al. 2021). If the 56 Ni enhancement is limited to a confined
blob, a sizable polarized flux may result from the asymmetry introduced in the distribution of scatterers, but with little influence
on the total flux. The exact level of influence on the flux will
depend on the location of the 56 Ni blob and its impact on the
emissivity. The deeper it is, the greater the impact on the emissivity and the total flux, but the weaker the residual polarization.
We limit the study to 200 d after explosion. By design, the mass
density, the decay power, or the emissivity of the ejecta retain
a spherical symmetry, and in that sense the “core” of the ejecta
is symmetric. The polarization here results exclusively from the
distribution of scatterers in the H-rich envelope, which typically
reside beyond 2000 km s−1 . The ejecta 56 Ni is not limited to the
56
Ni blob, but the blob is what remains of the 56 Ni distribution
once the spherical part has been subtracted off (only the aspherical part can contribute polarization).
Our simulations were designed to mimic the presence of a
56
Ni blob in SN ejecta. To cover a wide parameter space we
varied the location of the blobs in the ejecta, their widths and
opening angles, and their free electron density. However, in our
heuristic study not all blob configurations may exactly match
what the influence a 56 Ni-rich blob would have in a 3D explosion, and some of the electron-density enhancements used may
not be realistic. Nevertheless the study provides crucial insights
into expected polarization signatures. Further, the models may
provide useful representations of asymmetric but axisymmetric
explosions. For example, a very large blob width might better
represent a 56 Ni finger rather than a blob. A large and strong
electron-density enhancement may be more typical of a higher
energy explosion with strong 56 Ni mixing. In that sense, the association we make between 56 Ni-rich blob and electron-density
enhancement is loose and our results should be interpreted at
a more qualitative level. A quantitative study would require a
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the normalized total flux F I (top), the normalized polarized flux F Q , and the polarization P seen along an inclination of
20 (top left), 40 (top right), 60 (bottom left) and 90 deg (bottom right) for the model with mirror symmetry (aka two blobs) and without (aka one
blob). The blob(s) is (are) characterized in all cases by Vblob = 4000 km s−1 , δVblob = 1000 km s−1 , β = 10 deg, and Ne,fac = 20, corresponding to a
radial blob optical depth of 0.436.

physically consistent 3D radiative transfer model and a 3D explosion model, which is beyond the scope of this paper, and is
not the philosophy of the present work.
We find that the fundamental polarization signatures of a
Ni blob (or equivalently a free electron-density enhancement)
are largely independent of its properties. Qualitatively, the blob
acts as an asymmetric scatterer, yielding a polarized flux that appears like a replica of the total flux, but scaled down by a factor
100 to 1000 depending on blob properties, and also redshifted
by an amount that scales as Vblob (1 − cos αlos ). Once blueshifted
56

by this amount and scaled by 1/P, the polarized and total fluxes
match closely for a high-velocity blob. For a blob located deeper
in the ejecta, the overlap with some line emission regions (as is
the case, for example, for Hα) leads to a decrease of the polarization in the corresponding spectral region. For a blob located
far out in the ejecta, the replication is nearly perfect. The redshift
of the polarized line features as well as the width and strength of
these redshifted polarized line photons give some contraints on
the maximum extent or velocity of the asymmetric distribution
of the 56 Ni nucleosynthesised during the explosion.
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Fig. 14. Same models as in Fig. 13, but now showing the evolution of the normalized total flux F I and scaled, blueshifted polarized flux |F Q | in the
Hα region (zero Doppler velocity corresponds to the line rest wavelength) as a function of the inclination (progressing clockwise from 10 to 90 deg;
the value of the inclination is given at the top left of each panel). The flux F Q,1−blob corresponds to the single-blob case in which a blob is placed
along the symmetry axis and the computation is done over 180 deg in latitudes (no mirror symmetry). In contrast, the flux F Q,2−blob corresponds
to the case in which a blob is placed along the symmetry axis but the simulation is carried over from 0 to 90 deg in latitude and assuming mirror
symmetry – this is then equivalent to having two blobs 180 deg apart. The value of the blueshift is the same for each polarized flux and set to
−Vblob (1 − cos αlos ), where αlos is the inclination of the single blob in the 1-blob case, and of the approaching blob in the 2-blob case. We use the
same scaling of |F Q | for both models, so that the difference in polarization level between the two models is preserved (the continuum polarization
in the 8000 Å region is given at the top left of each panel, below the value of the inclination). The enhancement is characterized in all cases by
Vblob = 4000 km s−1 , δVblob = 1000 km s−1 , β = 10 deg, and Ne,fac = 20, corresponding to a radial blob optical depth of 0.436.

Overall, this study suggests there is much to learn from the
polarized flux at nebular times, in particular from the inspection
of the polarization associated with line photons. This is in stark
contrast with the literature that focuses nearly exclusively on the
discussion of continuum polarization and total flux spectra, and
also conflicts with the generally held belief that line photons are
unpolarized. They may well be at the time of emission but like
other photons, they may interact with free electrons on their way
to escape.
A second aspect of our study is that it is possible to produce significant polarization without invoking any asymmetry in the core. Here, the asymmetry is limited to that of the
blob, which was consistently placed at a velocity greater than
2000 km s−1 , thus within the H-rich layers of the ejecta. This
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confirms the more physically consistent model presented for
SN 2012aw (Dessart et al. 2021) in which strong 56 Ni mixing
was invoked along one direction (thus less contrived than adopting a localized blob).
The continuum polarization produced by a blob of 56 Ni depends on the properties of the associated boost in free electron density, its magnitude, its size, or inclination to the observer. For a given inclination, the continuum polarization scales
with the blob optical depth and angular size (see Eq. C.7). In
our set of simulations, the maximum continuum polarization
(for a 90-deg inclination) ranges between 0.03 up to 1.47 %
(Fig. 15). The smallest value of 0.03 % corresponds to a blob
at 5000 km s−1 , thus with a low optical depth (and a small opening angle of 20 deg). The largest value of 1.47 % corresponds
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to a spatially extended blob at 4000 km s−1 (velocity width
of 1000 km s−1 , opening angle of 80 deg) and with an optical
depth of 0.44. For less ad-hoc conditions such as those obtained
with the CMFGEN simulation described in section 2 (for example,
Vblob = 4000 km s−1 , δVblob = 1000 km s−1 , β = 10 deg, and Ne,fac
between 5 and 20), a continuum polarization of 0.5 % is easily
explained. This suggests that high velocity 56 Ni blobs can explain the late time polarization of some Type II SNe, provided
these blobs are few and only partially cover the full solid angle.
This paper is concerned with the polarization signature of
a confined electron density enhancement at high velocity (high
Vblob , small δVblob , small opening angle). However such a configuration can mimic the presence of dust formed in clumps in
the outer parts of an ejecta that originally interacted with CSM
(e.g., for example as could occur in Type II SNe like SN2013fs;
Yaron et al. 2017). In that case, the localized boost to the scattering opacity by dust arises not from the enhanced density of
free electrons but from the much greater opacity introduced locally (by means of the blob) through the putative presence of
dust. The polarization from a dust blob would behave somewhat
differently because dust and electron scattering do not have the
same phase functions, and polarization induced by dust is wavelength dependent. However, the wavelength shifts predicted in
the polarized flux would be similar (since it is induced by the
expansion of the SN ejecta), and the level of continuum polarization could be of a similar magnitude, provided enough dust
forms in the outer ejecta.
Although all models were performed at a single epoch of
200 d, we can anticipate the evolution with time, in particular for
the continuum polarization (the line polarization is more complicated since the line emission will significantly change during
the nebular phase). The ejecta ionization at nebular epochs is essentially constant so the electron-scattering optical depth drops
as 1/t2 , where t is the elapsed time since explosion (see, for example, Dessart & Hillier 2011a, their Fig 7). Since our adopted
electron density enhancement scales with the local electron density of the unadulterated model, the blob optical depth would
also drop as 1/t2 . And since the polarization scales with the blob
optical depth, it would also drop as 1/t2 . This is consistent with
the more sophisticated simulations presented in Dessart et al.
(2021, their Fig 12, which covers only the early nebular phase)
for SN 2012aw. This late-time behavior has also been studied in
a similar context in Dessart & Hillier (2011b, see for example
their Fig. 22). SN 2004dj is probably the best observed Type II
SN to exhibit a continuum polarization with such a 1/t2 dependence at nebular times (Leonard et al. 2006).
Future studies should explore the influence of 56 Ni blobs in a
wider range of progenitors and explosion properties. In low energy explosions, the ejecta are denser and thus tends to be more
recombined. The lower 56 Ni mass at low energy may also inhibit
the influence of a 56 Ni blob, although this may not apply strictly
since the polarization is sensitive to the relative offset in ionization between different ejecta locations. Similarly, for higher explosion energies with more 56 Ni, the offset in ionization caused
by a 56 Ni blob may not be so large because the “background”
ionization is higher. These considerations need to be checked
with realistic progenitor, explosion, and radiative transfer models, as recently done for SN 2012aw (Dessart et al. 2021).
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Fig. 15. Maximum continuum polarization (i.e., for a 90-deg inclination) versus blob radial electron scattering optical depth obtained for
our set of models. Our simulations suggest that core-collapse SNe may
routinely produce 0.5 % continuum polarization at 200 d from the presence of a high velocity 56 Ni blob.
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Appendix A: Doppler shift of the scattered flux
Appendix A.1: General considerations

By scattering through the fast expanding ejecta, a photon is systematically red-shifted relative to its original wavelength. For
single scattering, the observed redshift depends on the projected
velocity of the scatterer. In the ideal configuration of a central
emitting source (at rest) and a scatterer at velocity V along direction r, the final redshift of the emerging photon is V(1−cos αlos ),
where αlos is the angle between r and the direction to the observer. If αlos = 0, the scatterer is moving towards the observer
and the redshift is zero. For a scatterer moving away from us, the
redshift is maximum and equal to 2V.
In the context of a single blob moving at V along the symmetry axis of a 2D ejecta, the polarization is zero if the inclination
is zero or 180 deg. Maximum polarization occurs at a 90-deg
inclination, and the photons that are scattered within the blob
should reach the observer with a redshift of V. So, while the
singly-scattered photons will be redshifted from zero to 2V, the
polarized flux (which originates from scattering and is enhanced
for asymmetries in the plane perpendicular to the line of sight)
will tend to be redshifted by V. In other words, for a distribution
of blobs at different line-of-sight angles, the residual polarization they produce will tend to be dominated by the contribution
of those blobs nearer the mid-plane, for which the total redshift
is close to V. This Doppler shift can help reduce cancellation effects since scattered line photons are no longer coincident with
the line rest wavelength. It may also bring additional polarization to regions that in a static case would be made exclusively of
continuum photons (as in the spectral regions redwards of strong
lines).
In a SN, the emitting source is not a localized region at rest
at the center of the ejecta. The source of emission is both extended and moving. If the emitting source is, however, roughly
spherical, there will be a broad distribution of Doppler shifts, although the mean Doppler shift received by photons on their way
out may be the same as if the central source was confined and at
rest. This broadening of the distribution will reflect the range of
velocities of the emitting sites. In other words, an extended blob
and a point source may yield the same redistribution of photons
in velocity space as an extended source and a confined blob.
Appendix A.2: Example for an idealized case

Let us now consider a point source and a (optically thin) scatterer moving away from the source at a velocity V. The polarized spectrum will show identical characteristics to the SN spectrum, except it will be redshifted7 . If we double the velocity V
we will observe exactly the same polarized spectrum, except it
will have double the redshift. Because of this property, F Q can
provide more fundamental insights than the percentage polarization P. This is illustrated in Fig. A.1 which shows F I , F Q , and
P for two idealized cases – the first with the polarized spectrum
corresponding to F I redshifted by 3000 km s−1 , the second redshifted by 9000 km s−1 . As readily apparent, there are dramatic
changes in the percentage polarization spectrum. Such changes
are easy to explain; the percentage polarization at a given wavelength does not simply reflect the scattering at that wavelength –
it is strongly influenced by scattering from shorter wavelengths.
This will have a large effect on nebular-phase polarization spec7

In this discussion we ignore the redistribution caused by the thermal
motions of the electron whose random velocities are much smaller than
the velocities of the ejecta.
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tra where there are strong emission lines adjacent to regions with
little flux. A more informative polarization spectrum may be produced by shifting F Q in velocity before dividing by F I .
Unfortunately, SNe cannot be approximated by a point
source, and the scattering blob will occupy a range of velocities,
and a range of scattering angles. As a consequence, the polarized
spectrum will not be a simple copy of the flux spectrum. However it will still exhibit a strong correlation. The differences will,
for example, provide information on the extent and location of
regions giving rise to individual emission lines.

Appendix B: Signatures of a 56 Ni hole
Here, we consider the complementary configuration to a 56 Ni
blob surrounded by a large volume with a lower free electron
density. This complementary configuration corresponds to a 56 Ni
hole, in other words, a region of reduced free electron density
surrounded by a large volume with a higher free electron density. Such a localized deficit in ionization could for example
arise from localized density enhancements (i.e., clumps whose
greater density would enhance the recombination relative to the
surroundings), or chemical inhomogeneities (for example, Herich or O-rich clumps, which would yield a lower free-electron
density than H-rich clumps at the same temperature and ionization because of their higher atomic mass). Such asymmetries are
likely occurring concomitantly to asymmetries in the 56 Ni distribution since they are the result of similar fluid instabilities.
We show the results for the total flux and the polarized flux in
Fig. A.2.
This hole breaks the ejecta symmetry but because of the reduced density of scatterers, it causes a very modest polarization
relative to the case with a blob of enhanced free electron density. The remarkable feature is that the normalized F Q for the
56
Ni blob and 56 Ni hole are the exact mirror of each other, with
merely a flip in sign. Switching from blob to hole, one merely
switches from a prolate to an oblate configuration and a change
of the sign of the shape factor term (1 − 3γ) in Eq C.7.

Appendix C: Analytic predictions for a single blob
in optically thin regime
For a point source, the continuum polarization of radiation
emerging from an optically-thin scattering envelope (scatterers
being free electrons) with axial symmetry is given by Brown &
McLean (1977) and reads as
P=

3
τ̄(1 − 3γ) sin2 i ,
8

where τ̄ is an angle-average optical depth defined by
Z Z 1
1
τ̄ =
σTh Ne dµdr ,
2
−1
and γ is a shape factor defined as
R R1
Ne µ2 dµdr
γ = R −1
.
R1
N
dµdr
e
−1

(C.1)

(C.2)

(C.3)

In these expressions, r is the radius and µ is the cosine of the
angle relative to the axis of symmetry.
The inclination angle i corresponds to our line-of-sight angle
αLOS . Now consider a single bob of radial extent rmin to rmax
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Fig. A.1. Same as Fig. 8, but now showing the results for the idealized case of a high-velocity scatterer and a point source discussed in Section A.2.
The polarized spectrum is identical to the flux spectrum except that it is redshifted. If we increase the velocity of the scatterer from 3000 (blue) to
9000 km s−1 (red), F Q remains the same except for the increased redshift. The similarity between the intrinsic and scattered spectra is easily seen
in the middle panel. However, the polarization P (bottom panel) is much more complicated because of the velocity shifts. Line photons can be
scattered into wavelengths where there is little flux, and hence produce a strong enhancement in the polarization, and even spikes in polarization,
at those wavelengths. Retrieving information on the scatterer by analyzing P is more difficult than by inspecting F Q .

with fixed angular size, located on the symmetry axis, and extending an angle β from the axis (i.e., the opening angle of the
blob is 2β). Then
τ̄ =

1
τblob [1 − cos β] ,
2

(C.4)

where τblob is the radial optical depth of the blob and
γ

=
=

− cos3 β)
(1 − cos β)
1
(1 + cos β + cos2 β) .
3
1
3 (1

(C.5)

Table C.1. Variation of the continuum polarization normalized by the
radial electron-scattering optical depth of the blob for various blob halfopening angles (calculation based on Eq.C.7).

β
10
20
30
40
50
54.7
60

−P/τblob (%)
0.557
2.06
4.06
5.93
7.07
7.22
7.03

(C.6)

Hence, after a little algebra, we obtain

P

=

3τblob
cos β sin2 β sin2 i .
−
16

(C.7)

For an edge-on view, the maximum polarization occurs when
cos2 β = 31 (i.e., β = 54.7 deg). The minus sign simply indicates
that the electric vector is perpendicular to the symmetry axis.
Expressions for the corresponding 56 Ni blob mass are given in
appendix D.
This polarization estimate ignores lines, which dominate
the flux in a nebular phase spectrum. It also ignores optical
depth effects, which can remain sizable because the ejecta radial electron-scattering optical depth stays close to 1 until several

hundred days (assuming constant ionization from the onset of the
nebular phase, the optical depth will drop by a factor of 4 from
150 to 300 d.). The single-scattering limit postulated in the analysis of Brown & McLean (1977) holds for optical depths below
about 0.1 (see Hillier 1994). Finally, the approach assumes that
the emission arises from a point source whereas in Type II SN
ejecta in the nebular phase, the spectrum forms over an extended
region spanning from the inner ejecta to several thousands of
km s−1 (i.e. from the metal rich inner regions to the H-rich layers above). All these effects would tend to reduce the resulting
polarization. A comparison of our simulations with the predictions of Brown & McLean (1977), and in particular Eq. C.7, is
presented in the Appendix E.
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Fig. A.2. Same as Fig. 13, but now comparing a 2D model with a 56 Ni
blob (Ne,fac = 20, corresponding to a radial blob optical depth of 0.436)
and a 56 Ni hole (Ne,fac = −0.95; reduction of the electron density by a
factor of 20 corresponding to an optical depth deficit of − 0.021). The
blob or hole are located at 4000 km s−1 , have a width of 1000 km s−1 ,
and an half-opening angle of 10 deg.

Appendix D: Expression for the blob mass
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where Ā is the mean nucleon mass in amu, and γe is the mean
number of electrons per nucleon. Solving for ρi we have

!(n−1) −1

τblob ĀmH (n − 1) 
ri

ρi =
1 −
ri σTh γe
rm
and hence

Assume that in the blob density ρ = ρi (ri /r)n where ri is the
inner radius of the blob (and rm is the outer radius). Thus
Z rm
Mblob = 2π(1 − cos β)
r2 ρi (ri /r)n dr
ri
Z rm
= 2πρi (1 − cos β)rin
(1/r)n−2 dr
ri

!(n−3) 

2πρi (1 − cos β)ri3 
ri


(D.1)
=
1 −
n−3
rm

Writing r = Vt gives

Mblob = 2π(1 − cos β)ri2 τblob

(D.3)



 
! 1 − ri (n−3)
rm
ĀmH (n − 1)



(n − 3)σTh γe 1 − ri (n−1)
rm
(D.4)

cos β

Writing Nei =
τblob =

ρi γe
ĀmH
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Mblob = 0.147 M (1 − cos β)τblob

Ā(n − 1)
(n − 3)γe
2

!

!2 
V
t
100 d
5000 km s−1

!(n−3)  
!(n−1) −1

 

V
V
i
i
 1 −

× 1 −
Vm
Vm
×

(D.5)

Appendix E: Comparison between our polarization
results and the analysis of Brown & McLean
(1977)

gives


!(n−1) 

ρi γe σTh ri 
ri
 .
1
−

rm
ĀmH (n − 1)

180

Fig. E.1. Illustration of the continuum polarization at 5000 Å normalized to the blob optical depth and shown for inclinations between zero
and 180 deg, with the model aged to 200 d. The simulations are characterized by various values of the electron density enhancement associated with the blob (see label; the corresponding blob radial optical
depth increases from 0.044, to 0.109, 0.436, and 2.178 for increasing
Ne,fac ). The dashed curve shows the prediction of Brown & McLean
(1977), scaled by a factor 0.75, using the characteristics of model op10nefac100-v4e3-dv1e3 (green curve).

Following on from the polarization analysis in section C, the
mass of the blob (i.e., the mass of the region in which the freeelectron density is boosted by the localized enhancement in 56 Ni)
is given by
Z Z 1
Z
2
Mblob = 2π
r ρ dµdr = 2π(1 − cos β) r2 ρ dr

Similarly the optical depth of the blob is
Z rm
τblob =
σTh Nei (ri /r)n dr
ri

!(n−1) 

Nei ri 
ri

=
1 −
(n − 1)
rm

150

(D.2)

In this section, we compare some of the results obtained in
this study with the analytical predictions of Brown & McLean
(1977). Equation C.7 gives the expected magnitude and sign of
the polarization for a blob (i.e., an electron density enhancement)
of radial optical τblob , half-opening angle β, and seen at an inclination i with respect to the axis of symmetry. This formula also
gives scalings with these quantities.
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Fig. E.2. Same as Fig. E.1, but all calculations are now done at a much
later time in the nebular phase, namely 527 d after explosion. The top
panel shows the equivalent of Fig. E.1 at that older time. The bottom
panel shows Pcont /(cosβ sin2 β) versus inclination. In both panels, the
dashed line gives the analytic prediction.

To confirm that optical depth is the likely cause of the offsets,
we repeat the same exploration but this time using a Type II SN
model at 527 d (this standard Type II SN model was computed
with CMFGEN as part of the study by Hillier & Dessart 2019).
In that model at a later time, the total electron-scattering optical
depth is now only 0.044, so much more optically thin. We recreate the same hybrid model configurations by introducing a blob
of various electron-density enhancements or opening angle. The
left panel of Fig. E.2 is the counterpart of Fig.E.1 but now for
this ejecta at 527 d. A scaling by a factor of 0.6 has been applied
to the curve corresponding to Eq. C.7, indicating that the model
polarization is lower than predicted. This likely arises because
at such late times, the γ-ray mean free path is much larger than
at 200 d, so we are even further away from the configuration of
a point source (i.e., the emitting source is extended). The large
extent of the emitting source necessarily reduces the polarization. Apart from this persisting (but understandable offset), the
sign reversal is now gone and all curves follow qualitatively the
predictions of Brown & McLean (1977). The bottom panel of
Fig. E.2 shows the results for models characterized by the same
electron-density enhancement but a range of blob opening angle. Hence, τblob is the same for all four cases so the polarization
normalized by the opening-angle term in Eq. C.7 should follow
a sin2 i curve. They do with good fidelity.
Besides demonstrating that the code behaves as expected,
this exploration emphasizes that true optically-thin conditions
are met only at very late times in Type II SNe. But then the
point-source assumption no longer holds. In the context of SNe,
this regime is not really suitable for discussing the properties of
the continuum radiation since nebular phase spectra are instead
notorious for their strong emission lines. In our model, the continuum flux at 200 d represents only 9 % of the total flux and the
polarization of continuum photons is typically less than 1 %.

Figure E.1 shows the continuum polarization (normalized by
τblob ) for the models characterized by different electron-density
enhancements in the blob. The blob opening angle is the same in
all four cases so the model predictions should all overlap when
plotting P/τblob . The two models with the lowest enhancements
do overlap. The third one (with “nefac20”) si slightly off, but the
last one (with “nefac100”) is way off. Another feature present in
all models and incompatible with Eq. C.7 is the sign reversal at
low inclinations. In the optically-thin limit and for a point source,
such sign reversals are not expected.
The offsets discussed above are likely caused by an optical depth effect and because we do not have a point source of
emission (i.e. if a blob of the same optical depth was placed at
larger radii, the agreement would be better). Although the nebular phase starts as soon as a Type II falls off the plateau and lands
on the nebular tail (with the bolometric luminosity equal to the
total decay power absorbed), the mean optical depth (whether
associated with the Rosseland-mean or the electron-scattering
opacity) is only ∼ 1 at that time. In the model shown here, the
ejecta without a blob has an electron-scattering optical depth of
0.84 at 200 d so not small. The blob itself turns optically-thick
for the largest enhancements used. For model “nefac100”, the
blob optical depth is about 2.2, so Eq. C.7 is no longer adequate
and the prerequisites in the model of Brown & McLean (1977)
are not met.
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